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Damped Driven Pendulum
Abstract
The aim of the project was to investigate the behaviour of a damped driven pendulum.
Matlab’s ordinary differential equation (ode) solvers were used to simulate the
pendulums motion so it can be examined. This analysis lead to the following areas
being investigated:
- The solution of the non-linear equation –the best/fastest ode solver to
use.
- Periodic behaviour.
- Chaotic behaviour.
- Generation of phase space maps in the different regimes.
- Transient data (i.e. if the starting point is important and how long it
takes the oscillator to settle down to motion unconnected to the staring
values).
- The period doubling phenomenon.
- Fourier analysis including power spectra in the different regimes.
- The use of windowing (capturing integer number of main cycles) to
improve the power spectra.
- Generation of Poincarè section in the different regimes.
- Production of a Bifurcation diagram.

Introduction
Many dynamical problems cannot be solved analytically, such as very simple nonlinear or dissipative systems characterised by a few parameters. Non-linear systems
may behave erratically or chaotically, such that these apparently simple dynamic
systems have seemingly unpredictable behaviour. An example of a simple system
with this complex behaviour is a damped driven pendulum, the pendulum’s motion
however must obey Newton’s laws and so can be modelled in the following way 1.

Figure 1

Figure 1 shows a point mass hanging on
a mass-less string (an idealisation of a
simple pendulum). When displaced from
it's equilibrium point, the restoring force
which brings it back to the centre is
given by:
F = −mg sin θ (1)
using Newton’s 2nd law gives,
d 2x
ma = m 2 = −mg sin θ (2)
dt
where x is defined to be the distance
travelled along the direction of the
restoring force

Diagram taken from reference 5:
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html

1

Please note this derivation may seem trivial, but the implication of its result is so key that the reader
needs to be convinced that it is absolutely true.
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Using figure 2, simple geometry and the small angle approximation gives
x = lθ (3), thus equation 2 becomes:
d 2θ
l 2 = − g sin θ (4)
θ
dt
If the pendulum is then driven sinusoidally with angular frequency
ω D and amplitude B , such that Fdriving = B cos(ω D t ) (5),

Figure 2

l

Equation 4 becomes
d 2θ
l 2 = − g sin θ + B cos(ω D t ) (6)
dt
x
Finally if the pendulum is damped with a force proportional to its
2
2
1d x
l d θ
velocity such that Fdamping = −
(7), where q is
=−
2
q dt
q dt 2
simply a constant, the equation of motion for the damped driven pendulum is:
d 2θ
g
1 d 2θ
B
(8) where A =
(9).
=
−
sin
θ
+
A
cos(
ω
t
)
−
D
2
2
l
q dt
l
dt
This can be rearranged with the length of string set to g (i.e l = g (10)), to give the
equation of motion used in this report:
d 2θ
1 d 2θ
+
sin
θ
+
= A cos(ω D t ) (11).
q dt 2
dt 2
Thus the dynamics of the system is governed by only three parameters, the amplitude
of the driving force A , the angular frequency of the driving force ω and exactly how
the damping is proportional to velocity q . It is obvious from experience that for a
given set of parameters the pendulum will progress from some initial conditions to
periodic behaviour, however equation 11 is non-linear and by increasing this nonlinearity (increasing the value of A ) leads to hugely complex behaviour that prechaotic intuition would not expect. So for certain values of A a damped driven
pendulum will behave chaotically.
At this point it is clear that the following question needs to be addressed: what does
chaotic behaviour actually mean? Intuitively at first chaotic behaviour may seem
random and unpredictable, but it is not random. If the behaviour were truly random, it
would be impossible to construct equations that model the pendulum’s motion. From
equation 11 we know that once initial conditions are specified, the solution can be
determined for all future times (although not analytically but from simply using an
ode solver). So how can the behaviour be both deterministic (i.e. not random) and
unpredictable at the same time? The systems non-linearity results in motion which
will diverge exponentially fast with very nearly but not exactly the same initial
conditions. From considerations of Heisenberg uncertainty principle, it is not possible
to now the initial conditions of a system exactly, as such all physical non-linear
systems are unpredictable. Our system is both deterministic and unpredictable; the
system obeys certain deterministic laws of physics, but still exhibits behaviour that is
unpredictable due to an extreme sensitivity to initial conditions. This is what is meant
by chaos. A similar discussion of chaos is given in reference 1, with greater detail on
sensitivity to initial conditions.
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Given that chaotic behaviour seems unpredictable, it might seem futile to try to
analyse the chaotic regime. However this view is too pessimistic, as phase space map,
Poincarè sections and bifurcation diagrams have been developed so interesting
features of chaos can be analysed. This analysis is more complicated than simple
position-time charts or velocity-time graphs but is more economical with the data
allowing the subtle fine structure of chaos to be shown clearly.
A phase-space map is a graph showing all possible states of the system. In phase
space the value of independent dynamical (continuously changing) variables is plotted
against possible values of the other variables at the same time. If a system has two
descriptive variables, such as position and velocity (as in this case for the pendulum),
we plot the phase space in two dimensions, with each variable taking one dimension.
In phase space the complete state of knowledge about a dynamical system at a single
instant in time collapses to a point, this point characterises the system at that instant.
If a system behaves periodically, like a pendulum does for certain conditions, passing
through the same states again and again then the point moves round in a loop, passing
through the same points in phase space again and again, as shown in figure 3. So with
phase space it is easier to spot patterns and details that otherwise are just beyond
perception, loops correspond to periodicity in the system, twist correspond to a
change in the system’s states and empty voids correspond to physical impossibility.
Figure 3
Figure taken from
Chaos, James
Gleick

A Poincarè map is just a slice of phase space; it samples and stores the state of the
system at a regular interval instead of continuously. In the case of the damped driven
pendulum, the sample rate should be at the driving frequency (i.e. the regular interval
will be the driving period, a constant phase in driving force). Some information is lost
with this technique yet it does allow other information to be shown in more detail.
The Poincarè map turns a continuous line into a collection of points; each point a
possible state the system could be in for the specific interval (in this case for a
constant phase in the driving force). This basic concept is shown well in the figure 4,
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a computer has taken a slice of phase space in three dimensions, called a Poincarè
section, this shows the possible states of a system at regular intervals.

Figure 4

Figure taken from Chaos,
James Gleick

In a bifurcation diagram the state of the system at a regular interval is plotted against a
parameter controlling the amount of non-linearity in the system. In the case of a
damped driven pendulum, a dynamical variable (position or velocity) is plotted
against the amplitude of the driving force A . This diagram will show the possible
states of the system against the amount of non-linearity. Such a diagram will show
the route from predictable state or states to the unpredictable but structured chaotic
regions.

Solving the damped driven pendulum equation:
As derived above the equation of motion for a damped driven pendulum is,
d 2θ 1 dθ
+
+ sin θ = A cos(ω D t )
dt 2 q dt

(12)

For the purpose of this experiment, theta is the angle the pendulum makes with the
vertical, ranging from ± π .
For Matlab to be able to solve this equation it is necessary to split it into two first
order coupled differential equations.
Rearranging first into a standard form before seperation.
d 2θ
1 dθ
= A cos(ω D t ) −
− sin θ
2
q dt
dt

(13)

From this the two coupled equations can be found
d (θ (1) )
= θ (2)
dt

(14)

1
d (θ (2) )
= A cos(ω D t ) − sin (θ (1) ) − θ (2)
dt
q
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In the case of these two coupled equations θ (1) represents theta whilst θ (2)
represents the differential of theta with respect to time.
These two coupled equations can now be built into a function from which Matlab can
carry out its solve operation.
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Best Matlab ODE solver?
One possible method to establish
which is the fastest differential
equation solver to use is to run the
equation solver and measure how long
it takes to complete x number of
repeats. It is necessary to repeat each
Ode solver operation a large number of
times because the “tic toc” command
has insufficient resolution to
accurately measure the small amount
of time it taken for one run. As the
number of repeats approaches infinity,
the uncertainty in the time taken per
solution tends to zero.
The absolute tolerance to which the
Ode solver finds a solution will effect
the run time of the program. Different
Ode solvers may perform at different
speeds relative to each other at
different levels of precision; to
investigate this it will be necessary to
loop each solver through a range of
different levels of ‘Absolute
Tolerance’.

Figure 5 – Process to find the best ODE
solver
Start

Set Absolute Tolerance for
system to solve Ode’s for.
1e-0 (for example)

Solve the equation x times for
each Ode solver, record time
taken for each solver

Decrease the Absolute
tolerance to which the solver
finds a solution

No
Is tolerance < 1e-10 (for example)

Yes
Finish

Figure 6 – Graph to find best ODE solver to use
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Figure 6 shows how a selection of Matlab differential equations solvers solving the
damped driven pendulum equation. The tolerance value on the x axis is the Absolute
tolerance to which the solver should go to before finishing, not a relative tolerance.
Tighter tolerances will not necessarily result in better solutions; there is a point at
which the improvement from tighter tolerances is less than the error produced by
numerous numeric rounding errors. It is hoped that this critical point does not occur
in the ranges which will be used for this experiment.
The graph shows that in the limit of low precision the ode24 equation solver runs
fastest, but as precision increases to 10-1 and above the ode45 solver is the fastest.
The two ‘Stiff’ solvers, ode23s and ode15s performed badly when trying to solve the
equation, this is likely to be because they are designed to handle much more divergent
equations and are hence wasting significant CPU time on unnecessary operations.
There is a great deal of scatter on the times it took the ode15s solver to work, this
could be a result of the solver working better at specific absolute tolerances. It is
important to note that although the equation solvers are given a tolerance to solve for,
it is merely an estimate of how precise the solver is, to truly test which is the best each
solver should be made to solve known equations and comparison to the analytic value
made.
All of the curves essentially have the same shape, they rise rapidly in time as the
precision is increased until a point of about 10-3 is reached, after this point an increase
in precision leads to a very small increase in time taken. This could be explained by
the solver taking significant time to find the approximate solution then once there it is
able to efficiently converge to a very precise solution.

Errors in the ODE solvers:
The output of the position from the ODE solvers was in some sense unphysical in that
the pendulums position could vary from minus infinity to infinity, this lead to some
patterns in the pendulum’s behaviour being lost. For instance if the pendulum
oscillates with a relatively low amplitude (oscillation within two pi) and then every
second oscillation the pendulum swings round a whole two pi, an observer would
obviously see this to represent period two behaviour. However with the position
limits not set, the program would not recognise this pattern and display values that
increase by 2 pi. To avoid this erroneous analysis the position values were normalised
from–pi to +pi, the drawback in doing this is that there is a discontinuity between –pi
and +pi, this was represented in our position time graphs where a two pi jump
signified the pendulum completing a loop.
This normalisation also brought to our attention the inaccuracy of the ode solvers,
when position is estimated by the ode solver very near –pi or +pi a two pi jump can be
cause by a slight numeric error. Figure 7 shows a situation where the position values
are around +pi and a sudden jump to –pi is observed. These jumps around +pi and –pi
would signify the pendulum going over say +pi to –pi and then falling upwards back
to +pi – this is obviously physically impossible and is due to the solvers inaccuracy.
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Figure 7 – Consistency of the ODE solvers
ode45 Tolerance=10-10
ode23 Tolerance=10-10

ode45 Tolerance=10-9

ode45 Tolerance=10-11

Ode23s Tolerance=10-10

Ode113 Tolerance=10-10

These graphs show that this problem was found with all the different solvers.
Experimentation with different solvers and tolerances lead to finding a solver which
seemed to be the most accurate, ie the solver at a specific tolerance which produced
the smallest region where position jumps two pi. The graphs also show disagreement
between the solvers, this numeric instability may be an issue with data collected but
further investigation is out of the realms of this project.
For the purpose of solving the damped driven pendulum equation, the ode45 solver
will be used with a high absolute tolerance of 10-10. This produced the best solution
for the case of figure 7 and is the fastest for solving this equation, this is by no means
an acknowledgement that this solver is truly the best. We also place our normalisation
process later in the program (after the interpolation) as this minimised the erroneous
region.
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Power Spectra:
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of an array of data can be found by the use of the
Matlab FFT function. Efficiency of this function is worst when the number of
samples in the array is not of the form 2x, where x can take any positive integer.
+∞
(16)
1
− i ωt
(
)
F (ω ) =
f
t
e
dt
∫
2π −∞
The solution to the FFT equation will give rise to both real and imaginary parts, to
remove this problem, the power spectrum is used. The power spectra is defined as:
(17)
F (ω ) 2
The power spectra of an array of data will result in an array of equal size with
magnitude values symmetric about half way, as a result only the first half of the array
needs to be considered. The magnitude values stored in this array correspond to the
amount of power which exists at a specific frequency in the spectrum. It is important
that before any array is sent to the FFT function that the points correspond to a
constant increase of time from point to point. If the data points do not correspond to a
linearly increasing time then a curve must be fitted to the data and linearly spaced
points sampled, the rate at which they are sampled is referred to as the sample rate.
It should be noted that the first element in the power spectral data should be set to
zero because this commonly holds an offset term of great magnitude which will
swamp the other points and make the graph useless.
Figure 8 shows the power spectra
produced by the summation of a
cosine and sine term with different
frequencies.
(18)
y = sin (8πt ) + cos(2πt )
The frequencies being 4 and 2 Hz

Figure 8- Power spectra of eqn (18)

The length of the array holding the
data for these terms is 512, which is
equal to 29. The length of the array
holding power spectra data is
similarly 512 long but from this
graph it is clearly symmetric about
half the number of samples. The data
points which lie in the second half
the power spectra array can and
should be ignored.

The “samples” axis on in figure 8 can be calibrated to correspond to specific
frequencies by consideration of the sample rate at which the data was collected, or the
time at which each data point was taken.
 n 
SR. 0 : − 1
 2 
F=
n
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Where F is an array holding
frequency values corresponding to
the power spectra array, SR is the
sample rate at which the data was
collected and ‘n’ is the total number
of samples taken. The division of ‘n’
by 2 is so that when frequency is
plotted against the power spectra
data, only the first half of the data
will be visible hence removing the
reflection.

Figure 9 - Power spectra with frequency

Figure 9 shows what the power
spectrum looks like with the
frequency axis correctly built and the
peaks match the theoretical
frequencies from equation 18

The Nyquist Frequency:
When discretely sampling a wave it is important to sample it at such a rate that when a
line is fitted to the points it clearly draws out the curve. The Nyquist limit is the limit
where sampling at a slower rate will result in anomalous fits to the data; the limit is
equal to twice the frequency of the highest frequency component.
For example if an oscillating sine wave of 4Hz was to be sampled, sampling at
anything below 8Hz would result in a poor fit with misleading frequencies.
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Analysis of periodic and chaotic behaviour
The behaviour of the pendulum is amazingly complex for such a simple system. It
seemed that with a weak driving force (hence low amount of non-linearity) the system
behaved periodically with a loop generated in phase space, with the system coming
round to the same states again and again, and oscillating with the same period as the
driving force. At this point the system definitely did not seem to behaving chaotically
as it was predictable, with no sign of extreme sensitivity to initial conditions: the
system seemed ‘attracted’ to this group of states within the period.
To better understand this so called attraction shown in phase space it is helpfully to
consider a simpler pendulum that is only damped and not driven. The pendulum has a
definite eventually destiny, this is because the pendulum must gradually lose energy
until it has no potential energy (i.e. pendulum in central equilibrium position) and no
kinetic energy (i.e. pendulum with zero velocity). So in phase space every orbit must
eventually end up at the same place, the centre: position 0, velocity 0. This central
point “attracts” the orbits; instead of looping round forever they spiral inwards (as
shown in figure 10) toward a stead state (in this case the steady state has no motion at
all).
Figure 10
Figure taken from
Chaos, James
Gleick
Adding the further complexity of a sinusoidal driving force to the pendulum gives rise
to other attractors. With a pendulum being both damped and driven, the attractor is no
longer a fixed point because the motion of the pendulum never comes to rest. For low
amplitudes a periodic
attractor is formed (a loop in
Figure 11
phase space), an orbit that
attracts all other nearby
orbits. For this weak driving
force, energy is entering the
system and dissipated from
the system at the same rate
allowing the system to come
round to the same states
again and again. This
attractor is stable – small
deviations from initial
conditions such as real world
noise tend to return to the
attractor (in this case returning to periodic motion), similar results were found in
reference 4 where java was used instead of Matlab. Figure 11 shows such behaviour
with low driving force amplitude A = 0.97 with the transient data filtered out,
transient being the data connected to the starting values that do not represent the
general motion of the system. This transient data is shown in the simple position time
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and velocity time graphs in figure 12. After experimenting with a few different
starting values it was found that starting values of position=0 and velocity=0 produced
Figure 12
the shortest amount of transient data and thus was used for all following analysis.

When the driving force
amplitude was increased
slightly to 1.071 the
period of the pendulum’s
behaviour doubled, as
shown in the phase space
(figure 13) with a double
loop attractor. A loop
because the behaviour is
periodic and a double loop
because the pendulum’s
position alternates
between two different
oscillations in one period.
Transient data, the data connected to the starting values that do
The Poincarè section of
not represent the general motion of the system.
phase space supports that the
pendulum’s period is double
that of the driving force, with two possible accessible states being shown for constant
driving force phase and is confirmed by the presence of a spike at half the driving
frequency (i.e. double the period) in the power spectra.
Figure 13

Figure 14

With the pendulum’s amplitude increased still further for A=1.5 (Figure 14), the
pendulum’s behaviour seemed to have an infinite period making its motion
unpredictable, the pendulum was behaving chaotically. The phase space clearly has
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structure and is not random, but hugely complex. This type of phase space is known
as a strange attractor. This motion is an attractor because different motions of the
system are attracted to this particular motion. So an attractor records the possible
states but a strange attractor is non-periodic as the attractor never intersects itself,
because if it did (returning to a point already visited) the motion would repeat itself in
an attractive loop. This never happened: The loops and spirals are infinitely deep,
never quite joining, never quite intersecting – the orbit is fractual (an infintely long
line in a finite area). Specifically, a strange attractor is an attractor that is a fractal.
That is, the term strange refers to a static geometric property of the attractor (further
discusion of attractors and fractals is given in reference 2: Chaos by James Gleick). So
the pendulum, at high drving force amplitudes, has an infinte amount of possible
states (for constant driving force phase) within a finite area, the states were confined
by a complex pattern, which is in turn defined by determinsitic rules. The pendulum’s
motion was unpredictable with an infinite number of posible states (causing extreme
sensitivity to initial conditions) but the system is still confined by certain deterministic
laws of physics, it is behaving chaotically. This non-periodic, infinite period,
behaviour is supported by the fact that power spectrums major frequency contribution
is at 0Hz (or very close) even though the dc component has been zeroed. It is
apparent that this may seem contradictory as how could infinitely many paths lie in a
finite space (as the motion was clearly not random), however magnification showed
that where the loops appeared to merge, they were really multiple loops very close
together. Continuing magnification showed that there where even more loops just
very close together, this leads to the conclusion that there were infinitely many loops
each extremely close to one another. The phase space not only has empty space
outside the outer loop but also within it, again highlighting the deterministic structure
to the strange attractor and pendulum’s motion, with certain states inaccessible to the
system. The behaviour is chaotic in that when given some initial conditions it is
impossible to predict the pendulum’s position and velocity at a time t later, because
very nearly but not exactly the same initial conditions will diverge exponentially fast.
This sensitivity is due to the system nonlinearity, this non-linearity means for some
values of driving force amplitude a steady flow of energy is created, where the driving
froce makes up for the disapative losses. For other values of driving force amplitude
this steady flow is not achieved and so never creates periodic behaviour for these
unstable driving amplitudes. For high driving force amplitudes, energy is entering the
system and dissipated from the system at different rates making the system
unpredictable while still deterministic.
In summary the pendulum’s motion was unpredictable due to extreme sensitivity to
initial conditions; this was caused by the infinte number of possible states capable of
attracting initial conditions, which is in turn due to the systems non-linearity (energy
entering and leaving the system at different rates).
The structure of the chaotic behaviour was again shown in the Poincarè section, with
the pendulum’s position and velocity for constant driving force phase having a
definite pattern. It is clear that some values of velocity and position are not accessible
but there is infinite complexity to the pattern of allowed states. Unfortunately the
factual nature of the points/states (as the same point in phase space can never be
occupied twice in a chaotic region otherwise the system would be periodic) could not
be appreciated due to poor resolution of the graph.
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The bifurcation diagram was a little tricky to produce as minute changes in driving
force amplitude, lead to the length of the transient behaviour changing drastically, this
lead to a semi discontinuous bifurcation diagram (see figure 15) with what appeared
to be extra bifurcations, however these were simply due to this change in transient
length. These problems were avoided by taking the mean value of position away from
the position values for each value of driving force amplitude. This produced a
continuous bifurcation diagram (see figure 25) with only true bifurcations being
shown, however the route into chaos and the structure within chaos was less clear
with this plot.
Figure 15

Using both plots sensibly we could see that the bifurcation diagram showed the route
from periodic behaviour to chaos via the period doubling phenomena as it cascades
into the chaotic region. The diagram did however have its limitations, as the
resolution appears to be unclear after transferring into period 4 behaviour. The
diagram shows that the chaotic regions have a complex non-random structure and
showed periodic behaviour sandwiched in between chaotic regions. This sandwiched
periodic behaviour was confirmed by the relevant phase space and Poincarè section
see figure 16.
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Figure 16
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Affect of A on the FFT:

The significance of a max
period of ~1500 is because it is
the length of time for which the
ode was solved for. A period of
~1500 implies that the output is
chaotic and there were no major
repeating frequencies.

Figure 17 – Main Fourier frequencies
1600
1400

Period of main fourier frequency

Figure 17 was created by
solving the DDP equation for
5000 linearly space values of A
between 0.95 and 1.5, then
recording the period of the most
significant fourier peak at each
step.

1200
1000
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200
0
0.9

1

1.1

1.2
A Value

1.3

1.4

1.5

On figure 17 there are various horizontal lines made up of hundreds of different ‘A’
values, these lines clearly indicate regions of stability in the system where the system
can settle down into a similar stable state for many different driving forces. If the
length of time for the oscillations is changed, the first two levels stay at the same
position and the rest of the levels scale up with increased time, this suggests the first
two levels show stable situations but after that chaos takes over and the levels are
merely a function of the length of the array used to calculate the FFT.
Figure 18 – Examples of phase space plots from different levels

This level treatment is insufficient to truly understand the system, for a better
understanding of how A affects the phase diagrams, a bifurcation map is needed. This
is because frequencies other than the peak component are significant in affecting the
pendulums movement.
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Windowing the motion of the pendulum:
Windowing is a process by which the start and end points of a waveform are
continuous such that if the start and end were to be connected the wave would
transition smoothly between the two.
Figure 19
Windowed sinusoidal waveform
Not windowed sinusoidal waveform

Windowing a waveform is important when using FFTs because the algorithm assumes
that the waveform is continuous over the jump from the end to the beginning. If the
non windowed waveform was fed into a FFT algorithm, it would assume that the
wave would look like figure 20, which is clearly not sinusoidal.
Figure 20 - The non windowed waveform from the FFT perspective

For the pendulum being investigated, the driving term of the oscillation is A cos(ω D t )
2
where ω D = , the period of the driving force can then be found by:
3
(20)
2π
= 3π
T=

ωD

This period should be the period of the oscillation for the pendulum once it has settled
down to a stable state. A simple way to remove transient data would be to integrate
the equation over a time range of an integer number of 3π then remove an integer
number of 3π of time data from the beginning. The amount of time data to be
removed will be dependant on how much transient data exists, hence initial
conditions, but for simplicity half of a time range of 960π will be removed and it
hoped this should cover all extremes of transient data. This method may not be very
computationally efficient because it disregards a large quantity of data which is most
likely from a stable situation; however with a sufficiently fast computer the time
wasted is negligible.
Figure 21 shows the effectiveness of this windowing method to match up the start and
end positions of the data after transient motion has been cut out. If the two segments
of data are fully overlapped then a slight numeric error can be seen which results in a
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near but not perfect matching. If the value of A is changed such that an unstable state
occurs then the positions will not map very well from finish to start, hence the
windowing will be ineffective; however this is not important because once a chaotic
situation occurs the data from a Fourier spectrum has no real meaning.
Figure 21 – Matching of positions at start and end with a stable situation

Figure 22 shows the power
spectrum produced by the
position waveform figure
21. The power spike is very
clear showing that the
mapping is working well
and removed anomalous
frequency components,
although it should be noted
that there is a very small
peak at around 0.22Hz, this
is at twice the frequency of
the major spike.

Figure 22 – Power Spectra from stable situation
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Mapping phase space onto a cylinder:

Velocity

Under circumstances where the pendulum undergoes full loops i.e. travelling from
one side of the swing, all the way over the top and back onto the other side, the
positions on the phase space diagram are misleading.
Positions had to be
chosen which defined
Figure 23 – Normal phase space plot
exactly where the
pendulum is, where the
two maximum positions
intersect a continuous
motion occurs but there is
a sudden shift in the
position value.
From looking at the phase
space plot in figure 23,
the regions at which the
shifting occurs are at
± π , to remove this
discontinuity the phase
space plot can be mapped
onto the surface of a
cylinder. This allows 3D
Figure 24 – The same phase space on a cylinder
viewing of the phase
Phase Space plot mapped onto cylinder for A value of 1.2531
space to better understand
the shapes which occur, a
snapshot of a random
4
angle of the same phase
2
space can be seen in
figure 24.
0
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Bifurcation Map:
Figure 25 – 2.1 million point bifurcation diagram

On the bifurcation diagram the long vertical dense areas which typically stretch from
± π are regions where the motion of the pendulum is chaotic. When motion is chaotic
( not periodic) , sampling at the driving frequency of the pendulums movements
results in a seemingly random distribution of positions.
Regions of single or multiple lines shows where the motion of the pendulum has
become periodic with a period of 3π times the number of discrete lines. Each line
represents a position where the pendulum can be expected to be found when sampling
at the 3π frequency.
The three line section marked with the black oval exits between two chaotic zones.
The start of the zone occurs at A=1.1095±0.0005
The end of the zone occurs at A=1.1490±0.0005
Figure 26 shows how the various plots of motion of the pendulum compare when A
values from inside the periodic motion and just into the chaotic region to the right.
Both of the position and velocity graphs show a typical section of the data collected, it
was necessary to shorten the range on these diagrams to improve clarity. For A of
1.14 there is a clear recurring pattern in both position and velocity with a period of
approximately 30 seconds, in the graph of A at 1.15 there seems to be a pattern which
roughly recurs but this data could not be considered periodic.
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Figure 26 – Comparison between the triple line and adjacent chaotic region
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On examination of the phase space plots, the graph for the periodic A value of 1.14 is
very crisp which represents a very repeatable motion of the pendulum. The jumps
which occur from positive to negative pie are the result of the pendulum passing over
the top of the and undergoing a full rotation. The phase space plot for A at 1.15
shows chaotic motion consistent with the position graph, the patterns which can be
seen in the position graph are likely the cause of the regions of dense lines in the
phase space plot.
The fourier transform data
from the two A values
reinforces the view that the
motion of A at 1.14 is
periodic and at 1.15 there
are some small components
which recur but in general
it is chaotic.

Figure 27 – Chaotic graph with a log y axis

Figure 27 is a closer look at
the fourier spectrum for the
chaotic graph and reveals
there are vast mixtures of
frequencies which make up
the motion of the
pendulum.

The Poincare plots of the two situations are essentially segments taken from the
bifurcation diagram. The three points in the graph for A at 1.14 represent the three
lines in the bifurcation diagram.
For the graph of A at 1.15 the three regions of dense points represent the dense areas
in the phase space plot where the pendulum is most likely to occur. The other points
in this graph represent other positions at which the pendulum may occur. The dense
regions on the Poincare are responsible for the swathes of dense regions in the chaotic
regions of the bifurcation diagram, hence the pendulum ‘likes’ to undergo behaviour
which is always dependant on factors such as the driving force, driving frequency and
damping.

Conclusion
The chaotic behaviour of a damped driven pendulum has been clearly demonstrated
but the precision of results and the accuracy of the Bifurcation diagram are
questionable. There is some separation in the stable position lines on the bifurcation
in figure 25, this shows that there are some numeric factors which have not correctly
been considered; further investigation is clearly required.
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Appendix
DDPsolver.m
DDPsolverscript.m

Q1speed.m
bifurcation.m
DomFreq.m
Q5changingA.m

Function to solve the damped driven pendulum equation
Solves the DDP equation.
Windows the data.
Produces phase space, phase space cylinder space, Poincare
and power spectra plots
Runs each solver a number of times to find which performs
best at different tolerances.
Produced a Bifurcation diagram for a large range of A values
Finds the dominant frequency component for given ode solver
data after windowing the data.
Loops through values of A values and finds the dominant
frequency for each A

Program Listing:
%DDPsolver.m
%Billy Kinchin, Stephen Mullens
%Damped Driven Pendulum project
%Question 1 - Function to solve ODE
function [thetadot]=DDPsolver(t,theta,q,Wd,A)
thetadot=zeros(size(theta));
thetadot(1)=theta(2);
thetadot(2)=A*cos(Wd*t)-sin(theta(1))-(1/q).*theta(2);

%DDPsolverscript.m
%Billy Kinchin, Stephen Mullens
%Damped Driven Pendulum project
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%Script to solve ODE, phase spectrum, power spectra, poincare map
clear
t0=0;tf=3*pi*320;theta0=[0 0]';q=2;Wd=2/3;
B= [0.97 1.071 1.14 1.47 1.5];
tlength=32*4096;
clength=32*2048;
datalength=tlength-clength; %length of half the data collected, hope to kill all
transient data
for A=B
figure(1)
options= odeset('Stats','off','AbsTol',1e-10);
[t,theta] = ode45(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
position=theta(:,1);
velocity=theta(:,2);
ti=linspace(t0,tf,tlength); %first takes evenly spaced times then uses that to make
corresponding positions/velocities
s=size(theta);
positionf=interp1(t,position,ti); %linearly changing positions with time
positionf=positionf(clength:tlength); %chops of start of data to remove transient
part
positionf=positionf-(2*pi*round((positionf/(2*pi)) ));
velocityf=interp1(t,velocity,ti); %linearly changing velocities with time
velocityf=velocityf(clength:tlength); %chops off start of data to remove transient
part
ti=ti(clength:tlength); %finds times which correspond to the positions and
velocities

%basic graph of changing positions and velocities with time
subplot(2,2,1)
plotthis(1,:)=positionf;
plotthis(2,:)=velocityf;
plot(ti,plotthis)
xlabel('time')
ylabel('position and velocity')
title(['Basic Graph for A value of ' num2str(A)])
legend('position','velocity')

%phase space plot for the pendulum i.e. to look at its angular position .vs its velocity
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(positionf,velocityf,'.','markersize',2); %plots linearly changing positions vs
velocities (with reference to time)
maxh=max(velocityf); minh=min(velocityf);
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maxw=max(positionf); minw=min(positionf);
xlabel('Position')
ylabel('Velocity')
title(['Phase space plot of pendulum for A value of ' num2str(A)])
%Maps phase space plot onto the surface of a cylinder and dumps it onto a new figure
figure(2)
phi=positionf+pi; %theta angle around base of cylinder 0 to 2pi
velocityf; % z
r=ones(1,length(velocityf)); %r always equals one for cylinder
[Xvalue,Yvalue,Zvalue] = pol2cart(phi,r,velocityf);
plot3(Xvalue,Yvalue,Zvalue,'.','markersize',2);
title(['Phase Space plot mapped onto cylinder for A value of ' num2str(A)])
zlabel('Velocity')
figure(1)

%Poincare plot
subplot(2,2,4)
Z=floor((ti(datalength)-ti(1))/(3*pi)); %number of 3 pi intervals in time range
(starting transient data killed earlier)
Z=linspace(3*pi,Z*3*pi,Z)+ti(1); %creates time series of integer multiples of 3pi
positionp=interp1(ti,positionf,Z); %find position values at integer multiples of 3pi
in time
velocityp=interp1(ti,velocityf,Z); %find velocity values at integer multiples of 3pi
in time
plot(positionp,velocityp,'x');
axis([minw maxw minh maxh]) % makes sure that axis are the same as phase space
plot so the relative position of the points can be fairly judged
xlabel('Position')
ylabel('Velocity')
title(['Poincare plot of pendulum for A value of ' num2str(A)])

%fft power spectra graph
subplot(2,2,3)
%remakes position data which hasnt been altered using the noramisation
%process to find fourier components
ti=linspace(t0,tf,tlength);
position=theta(:,1);
positionfft=interp1(t,position,ti);
positionfft=positionfft(clength:tlength);
FFTposition=fft(positionfft);
PowerFFTposition=FFTposition.*conj(FFTposition)./(tlength-clength);
PowerFFTposition(1,1)=0; %sets offset term to 0
samplerate=datalength./(ti(datalength)-ti(1)); %assumes sample rate over time is
linear
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freqaxis=samplerate*(0:(datalength/2-1))/datalength; %dividing n by 2 so that the
reflection is not show in the power spec
[m,n] = size(freqaxis);
plot(freqaxis,PowerFFTposition(1:n));
xlim([0 0.3]) %sets axis limits to an appropriate range to view data
xlabel('Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Log(Power spectral density)')
title(['Power spectrum of pendulums movements for A value of ' num2str(A)])
pause
end

%Q1speed.m
%Billy Kinchin, Stephen Mullens
%Damped Driven Pendulum project
%Question 1 - Quantitative analysis of which is the best ODE solver to use.
%Includes user interface to set parameters for hold detailed you want the
%results, and whether to save the graph produced immediately.
clear
%prompts user to enter a range of values to use, hence how long the program
%will take to run. is very computer dependant but sensible values have been
%indicated
prompt = {'Enter number of iterations of odesolver per tolerance sample (10-200):'...
,'Enter number of different tolerances to use (10-50):'};
prompttitle = 'Speed test parameters';
lines = 1;
defAns = {'50','15'};
datainput= inputdlg(prompt,prompttitle,lines,defAns);
iterations=str2num(datainput{1,1}); %number of times each odesolver is used, ie to
improve precision of data
tolerances=str2num(datainput{2,1}); %number of different absolute tolerances to test
for over a predefined range.
k = menu('Do you want to save the output?','yes','no')
%below is a selection of nested for loops which use each odesolver in turn
%and record how long it takes for it to solve the equation "iteration"
%number of times. It then does this "tolerances" number of times. All
%timing data is recorded in the "time" array.
t0=0;tf=50;theta0=[pi/4 0]';q=2;Wd=2/3;
A= 0.97;
a=0;
for x=logspace(0,-10,tolerances) %measures time each ode solver takes to solve the
ddp equation x times
a=a+1;
options= odeset('Stats','off','AbsTol',x);
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tic
for i=1:iterations
[t,theta] = ode45(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
end
time(a,1)=toc;
tic
for i=1:iterations
[t,theta] = ode23(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
end
time(a,2)=toc;
tic
for i=1:iterations
[t,theta] = ode113(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
end
time(a,3)=toc;
tic
for i=1:iterations
[t,theta] = ode15s(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
end
time(a,4)=toc;
tic
for i=1:iterations
[t,theta] = ode23s(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
end
time(a,5)=toc;
end

%below builds up a graph with datapoints on, no curve because it would be
%wrong to assume that the solvers dont work better at specific predefined
%tolerances.
x=logspace(0,-10,tolerances)
plot(x,time,'.','MarkerSize',10)
set(gca,'Xscale','log')
xlabel('Tolerance equation solved to')
ylabel(strcat('Time taken for ', num2str(iterations),' iterations of odesolver'))
%title('Finding the best ODE solver')
legend('ode45','ode23','ode113','ode15s','ode23s')

%Saves the output if the user wants to, dumps the data into the matlab
%working directory
if k==1
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saveas(gcf,'SpeedGraph.bmp','bmp')
save timedata.txt x time -ascii -tabs
end

%bifurcation.m
%Billy Kinchin, Stephen Mullens
%Damped Driven Pendulum project
%Advanced option 3 - Bifurcation Map
clear
t0=0;tf=3*pi*100;theta0=[0 0]';q=2;Wd=2/3;
B=0.97:0.001:1.5;
times=0;
for A=B
times=times+1;
options= odeset('Stats','off','AbsTol',1e-10);
[t,theta] = ode45(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
position=theta(:,1);
s=size(position);
t=t(floor(s(1)/2):s(1));%cuts out the transient data
position=position(floor(s(1)/2):s(1));%cuts out the transient data
tsame=3*pi*70;
for L=1:20%w=2/3 so period equals 3pi (from T=2pi/w) so sample data at integer
multiples of 3pi
t2i(L)=tsame+3*pi*L;%creates time series of integer multiples of 3pi
end
position=interp1(t,position,t2i);%find velocity values at integer multiples of 3pi in
time
position=position-(2*pi*round((position/(2*pi)) ));
positionA(:,times)=(position-mean(position))';%stores the possible values of
velocity for constant phase of driving force, for varying A
end
plot(B,positionA,'x','markersize',2);%plots the possible values of velocity for constant
phase of driving force against the value of A
xlabel('A value')
ylabel('Position values')
title('Bifurcation plot of pendulum')
saveas(gcf,'Bifurcation.bmp','bmp')
save bifurcationdataB.txt B -ascii -tabs
save bifurcationdataPosition.txt positionA -ascii -tabs
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%DomFreq.m
%Billy Kinchin, Stephen Mullens
%Damped Driven Pendulum project
%Function to find the peak fourier component of the data from the ode
%solver. Code very similar to that in DDPsolverscript. When peak fourier
%component tends to the length of the array then chaos is expected
function [FreqDom,mag]=DomFreq(t,theta,t0,tf)
position=theta(:,1);
tlength=32*4096;
clength=32*2048;
datalength=tlength-clength;
ti=linspace(t0,tf,tlength);
ti=ti(clength:tlength);
positionfft=interp1(t,position,ti);
FFTposition=fft(positionfft);
PowerFFTposition=FFTposition.*conj(FFTposition)./(tlength-clength);
PowerFFTposition(1,1)=0; %sets offset term to 0
samplerate=datalength./(ti(datalength)-ti(1)); %assumes sample rate over time is
linear
freqaxis=samplerate*(0:(datalength/2-1))/datalength;
[m,n] = size(freqaxis);
[C,I]=max(PowerFFTposition(1:n)); %finds position of max value (I) and the max
value (C) from an array/vector
FreqDom=freqaxis(I);%finds dominent frequency in fourier spectrum, in the case of
total choas, this will have period of entire time range
mag=C;

%Q5changingA.m
%Billy Kinchin, Stephen Mullens
%Damped Driven Pendulum project
%Question 5 - Tool to plot the peak fourier frequency against multiple
%values of A. note the program will take along time to run.
clear
t0=0;tf=3*pi*320;theta0=[0 0]';q=2;Wd=2/3;
a=0;
for A=linspace(0.95,1.5,5000)
a=a+1;
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options= odeset('Stats','off','AbsTol',1e-10);
[t,theta] = ode45(@DDPsolver,[t0 tf],theta0,options,q,Wd,A);
[FreqDom,mag]=DomFreq(t,theta,t0,tf);%Finds dominent frequency
PeriodDom(a,1)=1/FreqDom; %Finds dominent period
PeriodDom(a,2)=A;
magdom(a)=mag;
end
plot(PeriodDom(:,2),PeriodDom(:,1),'.','MarkerSize',4)
xlabel('A Value');
ylabel('Period of main fourier frequency')
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